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Robert Broughton
Alfred S. Pelaez*
Eulogies are best written from a distance. Not knowing Bob
Broughton it.would be easy to praise him as an environmentalist
whose writings brought clarity and reason to a field beclouded by
threats and predictions of doom. But Bob was much more than a
distinguished scholar who brought honor to himself and to the Law
School. And it is those other, more elusive, qualities that make his
loss so personal and these few words so difficult.
Bob was, above all, a student. Not in the narrow sense, learned
only in the statutes, regulations, and precedents directly applicable
to his chosen profession. He was a student in the grand tradition:
interested in everything unexplainable, curious about the relations
between seemingly unrelated occurrences, awed by the wonders of
nature, and aware that man working with and not against the envi-
ronment can enhance both his physical and spiritual existence. He
early discovered that a lawyer could learn as much from Loren
Eiseley as he could from Holmes and Brandies, and it was this
knowledge and his desire to master the law that caused him to study
economics, music, and the physical sciences, and drove him to
Nanga Parbat. For he knew that only by exploring himself and all
that nature and man had conspired to achieve could he begin to
unravel the mysteries of the law.
To a generation of students, Bob will be remembered as a unique
teacher-one who never used the podium to display his own learn-
ing, but who approached teaching with the same modesty, open-
ness, and wonder as he did his own studies. These qualities, coupled
with his compassion and patience, caused his students to leave with
the confidence and self-assurance gained by feeling they had
learned Property and Environmental Law, not that these subjects
had been taught to them. And because of this confidence, many of
his students have gone on to achieve distinction in these areas; and
all saw that the law must be perceived on a broader scale than they
had previously imagined.
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To his colleagues, Bob will be remembered as a totally honest
man who listened closely to opposing views to determine whether
they were more valid than his own, not to pick out flaws that could
be ridiculed or belittled. No one of us commanded as much affection
and esteem.
The bright orange parka, red back-pack, and incredibly cluttered
office are gone, as is Bob's counsel, concern, and gentle humor. But
Bob lives in all we, his students and colleagues, achieve. Our loss is
tempered by the realization that Bob died as he would have cho-
sen-swept from the side of a magnificent creation of nature, buried
in the depths of a monument no man could create, resting finally
where he can watch others climb beyond him with the same quiet
satisfaction that marked his life as a teacher. But we must not let
that realization dull the curiosity and excitement whetted by Bob's
presence. We must continue, for Bob's mountain is yet to be
climbed.
